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THE HOUSE OF THE
AMPUTEE
Framework of the ANMIG’s headquarter in his
historical, artistic and socio-cultural context.

GENERAL BACKGROUND
BIRTH AND HISTORY OF THE HOUSE
The need to possess an autonomous ANMIG seat in the city of Modena,
originally dependent on the places granted by the Municipality, originated
from financial reasons, because of the rental costs that burdened the
department, as well as the administrative ones, since this last one depended
on the PNF’s decisions.

DATES
1917: concession of

At first, in 1917, a municipal room was provided by the mayor. In 1918 the
Council approved the transfer of the secretarial office to the secretary’s
house, Giulio Cesare Abbati Marescotti. At the end of the year the
Municipality gave a seat in via Albinelli. Despite the fact that the spaces
were inappropriate, the department was moved once more to via Cesare
Battisti in 1930. However, the association asked for a monetary contribution
in order to build the current House of the Amputee in Modena.

the first seat by the
Municipality.
1933: beginning of the

The idea of starting building its own seat was taken into account in
February 1931, thanks to the investments made by different donors. For
example, ONIG (Opera Nazionale per gli Invalidi di Guerra) contributed to
pay a third of the costs, as the institution was engaged in helping war
invalids since March 1917.
Initially Guido Sandonnino proposed to build the House in Viale Regina
Margherita, near Tempio Monumentale, but the owner of the plot
Massimiliano Vaccari did not want to sell it. It was also evaluated the
expropriation of the lot. However, the seat was moved to Piazza Mazzini in
1932. In the same year the potentate Sandonnino granted the plot in Viale
Muratori for free, where the House is still located.

construction of the
building.
1935: inauguration.

The second project by Abbati Marescotti was approved in 1933, when the
construction of the building started. The inauguration of the House took
place on April 12th, 1935. The construction works ended in February 1936,
for the low price of 738.000 lire, which current value is 644.000 €.

Cost:

1935 – evaluation at the time

2000 – current evaluation
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Global
780.000 lire
(738.000 preventive)

644.354 €
(1.288.709.957 lire)

760 €

1.100 €

Per square meter

Letter to Cassa di Risparmio di Modena with the pecuniary demand for the construction of the House, after the
donation of the plot in Viale Muratori (January 20th, 1933).
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Letter by Abbati Marescotti about the construction of the House in Viale Margherita (October 7th, 1931).

LOCATION
Since it was impossible to find available spaces inside the town walls, the choice of the lot regarded the
territories outside these last ones. The “Viali” lent themselves perfectly for this purpose, as the area was very
symbolic for the inhabitants of the city.

Monumento ai Caduti and the stone containing the inscription Monte Grappa, referring to the famous fight,
can be found here. The toponymy of the block is full of references to the First World War, especially as
regards Parco delle Rimembranze. Furthermore, the connection between the House and the train station
guaranteed by Via Medaglie d’Oro, facilitated the arrival of the amputees to the headquarter of the
Association.
Monumento ai Caduti: it is a massive monument located in a round area also called roundabout of San Pietro,
inside Parco delle Rimembranze. The base and the monolithic columns are made of travertine marble, while
the five statues representing l’Offerta (a mother who offers her child to her homeland), l’Addio (two hugged
women who are shedding tears for a Fallen), il Combattente (a soldier who is protecting himself with a trench
shield ready to fight), il Sacrificio (an injured and dying soldier, namely the Fallen), are made of bronze. In the
middle of the four statues there is the bronze statue of Dea Vittoria, 4 meters high. She holds a shield in the
left hand and a dagger in the right one.
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Layout of the lot.
POLITICAL AND SOCIAL LINKS.
ANMIG was initially dependent on the Municipality for space reasons (see previous paragraph), but it became
more and more dependent on the local department of PNF. Indeed, the Association had been forced to ask for
the authorization for the construction of the building to potentate Sandonnino. He exploited the opportunity to
force ANMIG to indicate its political orientation towards the Fascist party during the celebration of the 16th
anniversary of the march on Rome.
Few years later, in 1935, the House of the Amputee not only hosted ANMIG, but also significative associations
linked to the warlike history of the Nation, such as ONIG, Federazione Combattenti, Nastro Azzurro
Associations, Bersaglieri and Alpini. It also reserved two apartments and a preferential treatment to those
amputees who were particularly important for the Fascism. As said before, it is clear that the Association was
inevitably heading for the paramilitary ranks of the regime, so that there were some stylized lictors’ guilds in
the original façade of the House of the Amputee (see following paragraph).
The culmination of this approach to the regime was during the provincial assembly in 1934 which took place
with the presence of the federal secretary of PNF Augusto Zoboli. In this occasion he guaranteed to the
national president of the Association that the amputees would always show devotion to the Duce, also through
the holding of their annual assembly in the House, even if this last one was not finished yet.
The House would include highly symbolic elements, such as lictors’ guilds as well as the internal balcony which
refers one of Duce’s authority symbols and the present decorations that will use the First World War images as
propaganda tool designed for the fascist warlike history.
However, during the years which followed the war, the Fascism’s glorification lapsed. As a result, the guilds
and the fascist iconography were removed in 1945. In fact, the structure of the House had always reflected
the political tendencies of the time; for example, Sala delle Adunanze which kept hosting political assemblies
even during the following years.
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ARTISTIC AND ARCHITECTURAL ASPECTS

RATIONALISM
Built at the beginning of the 1930s, the House not only reflected the political tendencies of the time but also
the architectural ones. The typical style from back then, called Rationalism, was dominant.
This architectural trend was often denominated arte fascista, even if this epithet is inaccurate. It was born,
based on need of a more rational approach to the real society and to the new set of problems that it involved
after the Industrial Revolution.
The Rationalism distinguishing features are the austerity, the sobriety and the strictness of the forms, which
were made possible by the total elimination of every emotional element and by the purification from the
potential decorative features.
As it will be defined in the following paragraphs, the architecture of the seat is extremely simple and linear,
with the exception of some marble insertions on the external façade and in the entrance hall.
HOUSE’S LAYOUT
The building is composed of a raised ground floor, first and second floor and a basement.
Raised ground floor: after climbing up the outdoor staircase preceding the principal entry, the doorway
introduces in the lobby, a squared room from which it is possible to enter sideways different Offices and
frontally Sala delle Adunanze through another stairway. The heart of the building, Sala delle Adunanze, is a
very spacious location, whose height is the same as two normal floors.
The first and the second floor have a main central hall, surrounded by some minor rooms. This type of
building was designed so that these last two rooms could host the Offices of different associations or be used
as apartments for amputees, autonomously from each other.
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House of the Amputee’s designs (Augusto Zoboli).

External drawing of the building (Augusto Zoboli).
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Raised ground floor’s planimetry.

EXTERNAL FAÇADE
As said before, decorative elements, such as lictors’ guilds, the balcony and jambs, can be found on the
principal façade. They are all made of fine white marble from famous quarries of Massa Carrara.
Lictors’ guilds were huge low reliefs which had certainly the function of referring to the weapons used in
ancient Rome from emperor’s guards. They were composed by a branch bundle and an axe, three per each
balcony’s side.
The balcony which stood above the entrance door did not have an obvious and practical function; however, it
had a very strong symbolic and propaganda value. A possible president of the Associations present in the seat
could speak to people from a raised balcony, just like the Duce did while he addressed the population and like
the Pope did (and still does) in front of the Christian community in the very famous Piazza San Pietro in Rome.
This sacral aura is evident in different decorative elements of the House. The purpose was in fact to justify the
soldiers” and the amputees’ sacrifice in order to push the population to believe that Italy not only should take
part in the war, but also engage itself with all its might to win it, even if it meant to sacrifice yourself to what
was believed a good cause.
The sacral aura wreathes also the front door. It is in fact made of a complex iron structure whose motifs
resemble the funerary crosses of the graveyards. This seems rather paradoxical and disturbing: the amputee
came to the House with the intent of receiving medical support, but he was also considered a martyr of the
nation, so dead by definition.
Even the outside stairs are made of marble. Today they are still present, despite their poor state suggests an
urgent renovation, which the Association thought of doing some years ago. However, it was stopped as soon
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as the bricklayers found a glass bottle containing precious documents about the House under the stairway.
Unfortunately, the builders did not consider their discoveries that valuable, since they expected them to be a
sort of treasure map. Disappointed, they gave them to ANMIG’s employees.
The masonry fence which today rounds the building’s frontal area, is not the original one. In fact, it was
initially made of iron bars that were removed and replaced during the Second World War, when every Nation’s
resource was devolved for the production of weapons. Therefore, iron was collected by private associations as
well.

External façade nowadays.
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Original frontal façade.

Frontal prospectus’ planimetry.
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Fence substitution’s request to the potentate from Abbati Marescotti (September 13th, 1941)
ENTRY
The entry is a small room in which the only denotative element is the walls’ lower part covered in marble. Until
few years ago there were four blunderbuss bombs, donated to the Department from the War’s Ministry during
the second inauguration of the House in 1936. Today the bombs are stored in the archive.
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Document about the four bombs’ donation from the Department’s Ministry.

Entrance decorative Marbles.
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DOORWAY
From the entrance you access to the doorway that had been decorated by artist Augusto Zoboli, who was also
the House’s designer and the PNF’s General Secretary. The artist’s political line can be seen in the room’s
decorative choices: the art had been exploited by Zoboli as a communication tool to convey strong ideological
and propaganda ideas.
The four paintings in the room are clear examples of it: they represent scenes of war from fights won by the
Italians (Piave, Montello, Monte Grappa, Isonzo). The paintings have different commonalities, such as cold
colours and the soldiers’ absent characterization and individualization. They turn out to be idealized as they
embody the values that the Party would impose thanks to their anonymity and they convey a strictly warlike
attitude in their propaganda. In fact, they do not have suffering expressions, but only holy resistance.
Therefore, the soldier is the symbol of the martyr for the nation and he indirectly embodies Christ who
sacrificed himself for humanity. These elements refer to the sacral aura previously found outside the building.
Zoboli’s project included also floor decorations that have in the center a marble representation of a broken
helmet with a crown of thorns. The helmet symbolises the amputees’ condition, the crown refers to Christ who
reflects suffering, sanctity and martyrdom are the distinctive characteristics of the perfect soldier.
Augusto Zoboli: born in Modena on January 8th, 1894. He soon became orphan and he joined Istituto di Belle
Arti in 1913. He took part in the war and after that he started teaching art at Liceo Muratori. His career carried
on with a wide and important artistic production in public and private context as well as a new political
involvement. This will help us understand the society of the time. He died in Formigine in 1991.

360° view of the doorway.
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Painting of Monte Grappa.

Painting of Montello.
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Painting of Isonzo.

Painting of Piave.
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Floor marble decoration of a broken helmet with a crown of thorns.
SALA DELLE ADUNANZE
Sala delle Adunanze is the activity’s focus of the House of the Amputee. Here the amputees or similar
associations meetings took place.
It has a rectangular shape and it is possible to enter it by crossing one of the two longer sides. At the left of
entrance door there is a marble plaque where is carved the Bulletin of Diaz’s Victory.
Symmetrically, at the right side, an identical plaque with Mussolini’s speech was hung. It was then removed
and today it is missing.
On the back wall there is a wooden board in front of which handlers held their speeches during assemblies.
It is divided in three sections: on the sides there were paintings of Mussolini and Vittorio Emanuele III that
had been removed after the fall of the Fascist Party, in the center it is still observable the representation of
Dea Roma (the reference to the Roman civilization should have had a symbolic and propaganda function).
Above the entry there is a balcony which is really similar to the external one and points out the symbolic value
of it even more.
Sala delle Adunanze was and still is the beating heart of the Association and it was used as boardroom as well
as gym, ballroom and party room.
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The Bulletin of Diaz’s Victory.
RENOVATION
Recently some reconstructing proposals have been made in order to restore the original style and the
historical-social value of the House. The measures suggested include: the reintroduction of the stylized lictors’
guilds originally located on the façade and the restoration of the fence in rationalistic style. This last one was
made of a series of iron bars placed horizontally that would be removed during the autarchic period for the
production of weapons.
The restoration of the lictors’ guilds in order to preserve the original aspect of the building, is hindered by the
weighty link that they have with the Fascist ideology. Actually, the symbol in itself refers to Imperial Rome’s
period and more generally to the concept of the Right Might.
Along with these ornamental interventions, there are also practical ones, such as the remodeling of the
principal stairway’s stepping stones which had been worn out from the time.
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